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If X is a toric variety we show that X is isomorphic to a quotient Y//G where G is a torus 
acting on an affine space k” and Y is a G-invariant open subset of k”. We also show that any ring 
of differential operators on X twisted by an invertible sheaf is a factor ring of the fixed ring 
D(Y)’ by an ideal generated by central elements. 
0. Introduction 
Let G be a reductive algebraic group acting on a smooth affine variety Y, defined 
over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. Then G acts on the ring of 
differential operators D( Y) and we denote the fixed ring by D(Y)‘. There is a canoni- 
cal map 
8:&Y)’ 4 D(Y//G), 
where D( Y//G) is the ring of differential operators on the quotient variety 
Y//G = Spec O(Y)‘. 
It is conjectured, [ 133, that D (Y//G) is a finitely generated Noetherian algebra, and 
this follows whenever 0 is surjective. The question of surjectivity has been considered 
in various papers, see [7-11, 131. 
One of the aims of this paper is to prove a similar surjectivity result, but we begin 
from a different starting point. If X is a toric variety which is determined by a finite 
fan, we show that X is isomorphic to a quotient variety Y//G where Y is an open 
subset of some affine space k” equipped with an action of a torus G (Theorem 1). 
Note that in general Y and X are no longer affine. The most familiar example is 
where G = k* acts by scalar multiplication on Y = A”+ ’ \ {O}. Then Y//G is projective 
space P”. 
We also show that if 9 is an invertible sheaf on X, then 9 is isomorphic to a sheaf 
of covariants for the action of G on Y (Theorem 4). This allows us to define a map 
Q:D( Y)’ -+ D,(X), 
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where D,(X) is the ring of differential operators twisted by 9, In Theorem 5, we show 
that 8 is surjective, and describe Ker 0. 
It follows that D(X) is Noetherian and a finitely generated k-algebra. This last 
result has been proved independently by Jones [6] using a different method. Similar 
results hold for rings of differential operators on X which are twisted by an invertible 
sheaf. 
Results similar to Theorem 1 have been obtained by several authors including 
Audin [l, Chapter VI], Batyrev (unpublished), Cox [2] and Fine [4]. I thank D. Cox 
and J. Fine for bringing this to my attention. 
1. Toric varieties as quotient varieties 
1.1 
Our realization of toric varieties as orbit spaces works over any infinite field k. As 
far as possible we follow the notation of [12]. Thus let N = Zr, M = Homz(N, Z) 
and 
(-,-):MxN +Z 
be the natural pairing. Let (N, A) be a finite fan in A. Recall that each 0 E A is 
a (strongly convex rational polyhedral) cone in N, = N OrQ. For each (T E A, let 
A,=Mno” = {me Ml(m,n) 2 0 for all n~o}, 
and U, = Speck [A,], where k [&I is the semigroup algebra. By [12, Theorem 1.41 
we can glue the U, to obtain a toric variety 
T,emb(d) = U U,. 
(TEA 
Note that (0) is always contained in A and that U{e) = Speck [M] is a torus TN. 
Furthermore T, acts on TN emb(A) and Uto} is a dense orbit with respect to this 
action. We may identify M with the character group of TN and N with the group of 
one-parameter subgroups. 
Given a finite fan (N, A) as above we construct an open set Y = U0 E A V, in k” and 
an action of G on Y such that U, is isomorphic to Vu//G the variety of closed orbits of 
G in I$. Furthermore these isomorphisms glue together so that we may identify 
X with Y//G. Also we show that any invertible sheaf on X is isomorphic to a “sheaf of 
covariants” for the action of G on Y. Our results on differential operators then follow 
by a modification of the proof of [ll, Theorem B]. 
1.2. 
For any cone 0 we can write c = If= 1 Q+ ni with ni E N. Then (T ” = nHi where 
Hi=(Q+ni)” = (m E M,) (m, ni) 2 O}. Also note that ni E cj z i Q + nj if and only if 
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Hi 2 n j + i Hj. Clearly such Izi (resp. Hi) can be omitted from the sum cr = C Q+ ‘tj 
(resp. from the intersection n Hj = ~7 ” ). In [l l] the half spaces Hi which cannot be 
omitted from the intersection o ” = 0 Hi were called bounding half spaces. If 
H = (Cl+ n)” is a bounding half space of 0 and n is primitive (that is dn E N for d E &p 
implies d E Z) we say that n is a generating vector for cr. There is a one-one correspond- 
ence between the generating vectors for g and the faces of cr of dimension one, given by 
nHQ+n. 
1.3. 
With these preliminaries we can now give our construction of Y. Given a fan (N, A). 
Let {ni, ri2, . . . . n,} be a subset of N \ (0) containing the generating vectors for all o E A 
such that {n,, . . . , n,} generates N as a group. Since A is a finite fan, it is clear that such 
finite sets of vectors exist. If 0 E A we write [o] for the set of generating vectors for cr. 
Then r~ = CiEtal Q+ 12i. Note if r is a face of rr, then by [12, Proposition 1.31 
r = {yEbl(m,y) = 0) 
for some m E M n cr ” . It follows easily that 
[r] = {?ii E [a] 1 (m, ni) = O}. 
Now let ei be the ith standard basis vector for B = Z” and consider the homomor- 
phism 4: B -+ N given by @(ei) = ni. Then 4 is onto by construction. 
It is often convenient to use exponential notation to write O(T,) and cO(T,) as 
group algebras. Thus let Qr , . . . , Qs (resp. ql, . . . , ql) be the standard coordinate 
functions on k” (resp. on k’). If A = (Ar, . . . , A,) E A (resp. p = (,~r, . . . , ,uI) E M), we write 
Q” = Q;“l . ..Q2 (resp. q’=q:‘...q/“). Then O(T,)= span{Q”jAEA} and 
U(T,) = span(q’lp E M). 
Let K = Ker 4. Then K is a free abelian group of rank 1= s - r. Since B is the 
group of one-parameter subgroup of T, z (k*)“, K defines an action of G = (k*)’ on k”. 
Explicitly if bi = (bii , . . . , bi,), 1 I i I 1 are generators for K we have 
where g = (gr,..., gi) E G(cf. [ll, 1.41). 
Now for u E A we define the G-invariant sets 
V,={XEkS(Xi#OfOri$[tJ]}. 
Theorem 1. With the above notation X is isomorphic to the variety of closed orbits Y//G 
of G on Y= UoEd V,. 
Proof. The fixed ring of G acting on k [Q ,’ ’ , . . . , Q’ ‘1 is spanned by monomials Q” 
with cj bij~j = 0 for 1 I i _< 1. Let A = Horn@, Z) with the standard pairing 
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=&={m~MI(m,ni)>Ofori~[a]}. 
Thuso(/l,)=:1EK’I(~,ei)20foriE[a]}:=~D,. 
Hence o induces an isomorphism O(U,) E k [Qb] = 0 (I$)’ and U, may be identi- 
fied with the closed orbits V,//G of G on V,. 
If r is a face of cr, then UT G U,, K s V, and the isomorphism 0( V,)’ 2 O(U,) 
restricts to the isomorphism Lo( V,)’ 2 O(U,). Now if v, c are faces then v n c is a face 
of both c and v. Thus we may identify X = UaEd U, with ugCd V,//G = Y//G. 0 
1.4. 
Next we show that the action of G on Y = U V, has certain desirable properties 
related to lifting differential operators. 
As noted in Section 1.2 if 0 E A the bounding half spaces of 0 ” have the form 
Hi = {m E M,I (m, ni) 2 0} for i E [a]. Let pi = {A E A, I(& ei) 2 O}. Then an in- 
duced half space has the form (K’ OzQ) n pi for some i E ugEd [a], such that 
(K’, ei) # 0. 
Proposition 2. (1) For each o E A, dim U, + dim G = dim V,. 
(2) The induced half spaces (K’ @,Q) n yi” are distinct and correspond via 
0 ’ : K’ @ 62 --f M @ Q to the bounding half spaces. 
(3) Zf i E UOE d [o], then (K’, ei) = Z. 
Proof. (1) The definition of a fan requires that 0 n - o- = 0 for all c E A. Thus 
0” +(-a)” = M @,Q. From this it follows that the semigroup M n o ” gener- 
ates M as a group and the result follows. 
(2) This follows since (2, ei) = (o- ‘(I,), ni) for A E K’. Note that the induced half 
spaces are distinct since ni # nj if i # j, and (K’, ei) # 0. 
(3) IfiE UgEd [o] then ni is primitive and thus forms part of a basis for N. Hence 
(m, ni) = 1 for some m E M, and SO (K’, ei) = Z. 0 
1.5. 
L,et (N, A) be a fan and X = T, emb(d). As in [12,2.1] a function h: 1 A( + Q on 
IAl = UC7Ed c is a linear support function if it is Z-valued and linear on each rr E A. 
Hence for each 0 E A, there exists I, E M such that h(n) = (l,, n) for n E cr, and that 
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(1,, n) = (1,, n) whenever n E r, t a face of cr. Let SF(N, A) denote the group of linear 
support functions. 
Now in [12, Proposition 2.11, a T,-equivariant line bundle Lh is associated to each 
h E SF(N, A). The bundle L, is given as LJ, = UgE d (U, x k) where the trivial bundles 
U, x k, U, x k are glued along U, ,, T x k by the recipe 
U,xk 2 U,,,xk + Unn,xk E U,xk, (x, c) + (x, 4’” ~ ‘r(x) c). 
Hence the invertible sheaf JZ’~ corresponding to L, has sections 
9h(Uo) = 4 - ‘V9(U,). 
We now describe another way of constructing invertible sheaves on X using the 
G-variety Y. 
Recall the exact sequence 0 + K + B + N -+ 0 of Section 1.3. For 
x E A = Hom(B, Z) we set Qx = x + K’. Note that if we regard A as the character 
group of the torus T, and G as a subtorus of T,, we have for x E A, g E G 
s.Q" = x(dQ'. 
Thus span {T” 1 A E @I} is a module of covariants for the action of G on 0( I$) } in the 
sense of [14]. 
For 0 E A we set 
@“(U,) = {;1 E @XJ(2, ei) 2 0 for all i E [a]>. 
We can make Qx correspond to a sheaf 9; on X = ucGd U, such that 
_Y;(U,) = span{Q”II E W(U,)). 
Note that @“+@x=@x,@o(U,)=@, and that span{T”lAE@,}= 
cO( I$)’ 2 Lo(U,). Thus 5!‘k(U,) is an O(U,)-module. Furthermore if t is a a face of e, 
then U, c U, and the restriction map _YP;(U,) -+ 2; (U,) is just inclusion. Thus as in 
the proof of [12, Theorem 1.41 there is a unique sheaf Tip; with sections over U, as 
above. We call 9; a sheaf of cooariants for the action of G on Y. 
1.6. 
We are primarily interested in the case where 9P; is an invertible sheaf. To this end 
we first investigate the situation where Zl(U,) is a free O(U,)-module. 
Lemma 3. _49;(U,) = Q”no(U,) fir some X, E A, if and only zj” (x0, ei) = 0 for all 
i E Co]. 
Proof. Clearly if (x,, ei) = 0 for all i E [a], then P;(U,) = Q”qLo(U,,). For the con- 
verse, fix i E [a]. It suffices to show that there exists /1 E W(U,) such that (A, ei) = 0. 
First note by Proposition 2(3), (K’, ei) = Z. Thus by adding a suitable element of K’ 
to x, we obtain A E Qx with (A’, ei) = 0. Now by the proof of [ll, Lemma 1.71 there 
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exists u E GjC such that (u, ei) = 0 and (u, ej) > 0 for all j E [a], j # i. We can take 
i = 2 + NM for a sufficiently large positive integer N. 0 
1.7. 
Theorem 4. Any invertible sheaf on X is isomorphic to a sheaf of covariants for the 
action of G on Y. 
Proof. By [3,6.4], any invertible sheaf on X is isomorphic to a sheaf of the form 
_Yr, for some h E SF(N, A). For each r E A, there exists 1, E M such that h(n) = (I,, n) 
for nEz. NOW define x E A by the rule (2, ei) = h(ni). Note that 
x, = x - o(lr)E x + K’ satisfies 
(x1, ei) = h(ni) - (~(1,)~ ei) = 0, 
for all i E [T]. Thus Yk is an invertible sheaf with sections 
2?;(U) = Q”~C’I(U,). 
We may replace 9; by an isomorphic sheaf .5YZ which is a subsheaf of the constant 
sheaf COT*. To do this we fix a distinguished face 0 and let m, = w- ’ (x, - x,) = I, - 1,. 
Now w-l maps (x, - x,) + Qr onto m, + .4, and thus 9; is isomorphic to the sheaf 
.Yx with sections 
.Y.JU,) = q’*- ‘+l(U,). 
for all r E A. 
Since _Yh(Ur) = q-‘DO for r E A, it is now clear that 2’,, E 9, z 9;. 0 
1.8 
We explain how our results apply to weighted projective spaces. Let a,, . . . ,a, be 
positive integers, and consider the polynomial algebra k [xl, . . ,xs] as a graded 
algebra with deg Xi = ai. Then X = Proj k[xl, . . . , x,] is a weighted projective space. 
AS usual X has an affine open cover X = (Ui)l 5ilS where Ui = 
Spec(k[xr, . . . . xs, x; ‘])0, here (-)0 denotes the subalgebra of degree zero ele- 
ments. 
We may assume gcd(ar, . . . , a,) = 1 without changing X. Then we have an exact 
sequence 
where 4(x) = C aixi and L = Ker 4. This induces an exact sequence 
O-+K-+B+N-+O, 
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whereB=A*,N=L”,K=L’=Z(a,,... ,a,). Define an action of G = k* on k” 
with weights a,, . . . , a,. Then if y = {XE kSlxi f 0) we have Co(E)’ = O(U,), 
Y = U E = k”\(O) and Y//G = X as in Section 1.3. 
To realize X as a toric variety consider the fan d in N z Z”-’ consisting of the 
(simplical) cones generated by I (s - 1) of the vectors ni = 4(ci). Then 
X g r,(embd). 
We refer to [14] for results on differential operators on weighted projective space. 
2. Differential operators on toric varieties 
2.1. 
From now on we assume k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Let 
(N, d) be a fan, X the corresponding toric variety and Y the G-variety of Theorem 1. It 
follows from Proposition 2 and [ll, Corollary 3.61 that there is a surjective map 
D(Y)’ 4 D(X) whose kernel is generated by its intersection with the center of D( Y)‘. 
In fact a modification of the proof in [l l] works for differential operators twisted by 
some invertible sheaf 9’. 
We view 9 as a subsheaf of the constant sheaf Or,, and let 9’ = Zi, with x E A, be 
an isomorphic sheaf of covariants as in Theorem 4. 
For each d E d, D(_C.Z(U,)) (resp. D(F(U,))) d enotes the ring of differential oper- 
ators on the O(U,)-module _fZ’(U,) (resp. _?Z’(U,,)), and we set 
W) = n WVJd, DdX) = n WVL)). 
UCA OCA 
Now restriction of the differential operators gives a natural map 
and 
D(K)’ + Do 
taking intersections we obtain a map 
&D(Y)’ + Dzs(X) 5 Dz(X). 
Since G acts on O(T,) by means of the one-parameter subgroups in K E B, it 
follows that the Lie algebra g of G acts on O(T,) by derivations corresponding to 
elements of K. As x E A is a character of Ts we may evaluate x on elements of g and we 
set 
9 - x(s) = {x - x(x)1x E 9). 
This is contained in the center of D(Y)‘, see Section 2.2 for more details. 
Theorem 5. The map D(Y)’ --f D,(X) is surjective and Ker 8 = D( Y)‘(g - x(g)). 
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Corollary 6. For any toric variety X and an invertible sheaf 55’ on X, the ring of twisted 
differential operators D9(X) is a jinitely generated Noetherian k-algebra. 
Proof. By standard techniques of invariant theory D( Y)’ is finitely generated and 
Noetherian, so the corollary is immediate. 0 
2.2. 
The proof of Theorem 5 is similar to that of [l 1, Theorem B]. We obtain explicit 
descriptions of the algebras D(Y)‘, D9(X) and the map 8. 
Let Pi = a/aQi, pi = a/aqi be partial derivatives corresponding to the coordinate 
functions Qi, qi. Then 
D(T,) = k[Qf’, . . . ,Q”, P,, . . ,P,], 
D(T,) = kCq,? . . . . qr?,pw..,pJ. 
Nowlet Y= {xE(k)SIxi#Ofori$ UgEd [a]}. It is easily seen that u V, = Y is an 
open subset of Y and that codim Y\ Y 2 2. Therefore by [S, Proposition 11.2.23, 
D( Y) = D( ?). Also 
D(Y)=k Q1,...,Q~,P,,...,P,,Q~'li4~~~1~1 . 
[ 1 
The action of T, on D(Y) induces a grading by the character group A 
D(Y) = @ D(Y)(A)> 
AlEA 
where D(Y)(%) = { xED(Y)I[QiPi,x]=~ix}forE.=(~I,...,~,)EA. 
Since the action of T, on 0 (T,) is given by 
g.Q”=3,(g)Q” SEA, gEG, 
it follows that the Lie algebra Lie TB may be written as 
Lie Ts = span{Q,P,l 1 I i I s}. 
Furthermore since the action of G is determined by the one-parameter subgroups 
K c B, the Lie algebra g = Lie G may be identified with 
If x = If=, aiQiPi E 9 with a = (al, . . . . a,) E K we set x(x) = (x, a) for x E A. 
It is useful to identify the enveloping algebra U(Lie Ts) = k [Q1 PI, . . . , QsPs] with 
the coordinate ring @(A,) by the rule QiPi(~) = pi, 2 E A. Note that for 
f=f(QIP,,...,Q,Ps)~O(Ak) we then have 
f.Q" =fWQ". 
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Similarly we may write 
U(Lie TN) = kCqIpI ,...,4&1 = @(M/J. 
Now for /z E M, o E A and i E [a] we set 
Qc,i(A) = {P E Ak IO I (& ei) < - (2, ei), (/k ei) E z}, 
and 
n(A) = U U ac7,i(i-). 
d E A i E [CT] 
Thus 52(A) is a union hyperplanes in Ak. 
Theorem 7 [ll, 2.51. 
where 
2.3. 
We next describe the ring Dz(X). Recall that 9 is the subsheaf of the constant sheaf 
0, on X with sections 
9(U) = PO(U,), 
where m, = 1, - 1,. 
We have D9(X) = BAEM D9(X)(A), where Dre(X)(l) = D(T,)(A) n D&X). 
Now for q’g E D(T,)(%) = q’O(Mk) we have 
C119.4 m,+.u = g(m, + P)qm,+P+J., 
Thus since 
_Y(U,) = q”‘O(u,) = q%[/l,], 
we have 
CIA9 E D(Z(Uz)) 
if and only if 
g(m,+p)=O forallI*E{~~E/i,l~+f/I~/i,}. 
Since A, = M CT r)it[r]Q +niwehave~EE/1,,~++$A/1,ifandonlyif~EA,andfor 
some i E [z], 0 I (~, ni) < - (~, ni) and (cl, ni) E Z. 
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Now consider the Zariski closed sets in Mk 
i,,i(A) = {p E MkI (pL, ai> E Z and Cm,, ni> S (11, ni> < Cm, - 2, ni>I. 
itrb) = u iJ iT,i(4. 
T E A i E [r] 
Then we have as in [ 11, 2.6, 2.71. 
Theorem 8. With the above notation 
D,(X) = @ Dsf(X)(4 
AEM 
with 
&(X)(A) = 4’ann0(M,)iG). 0 
2.4. 
Next we describe the map 8: D ( Y)’ + LIT(X). As in [l 11, 8 has a unique extension 
to a map 8: D(r,)’ -+ D (T,), and it is enough to describe the restriction of t? to 
k[K’] = span{Q”(/ZEK’} and U(LieT,) = k[Q,P,, . . ..QsPs]. Now recall the 
isomorphism a:_%” + 9 is given over U, by 
4 
m, + i. --f QX~ + co(i), 
Hence 
e(QiPi).q”~‘” = ~~‘(QiPi.a(q”‘c+“)) = (ei,x, + o(A))qmf+i 
= ((ei, X,) + (?I,, m, + A))qm’ + ‘. 
Now let ul, . . . , v, be the standard basis for N. For A E M we have 
qipi.4’ = (~., Ui)qA^. 
We can write ni =fi(ui, . . . , v,) for suitable linear forms fi, 1 I i I s. 
Then 
fi(qiJJi, . . ,$.&).qM +’ = (m, + 1, Jti) ljm’ + ‘. 
Hence we obtain 
e(QiPi) =_L(YIPl , . . . ) %Pr) + (X,, ei). 
It is easily seen that for i E M, 
&Q-) = qA. 
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2.5. 
Lemma 9. Let U be an (a&e) subspace of a vector space V and S = u Hi where the 
Hi are (afine) hyperplanes in V. Let i: U --t V be the inclusion map and i* : 0 (V) + 0 (U) 
the corresponding map on functions. If U n Hj # U n H, for j # 1 then 
i* (annOcV,S) = anno(“,(S n U). 
Proof. Write Hj as the zero set of Fj - aj where Fj E V* and aj E k. Then 
ann,,,,S = ( nj Fj - aj) and arm,,,, (S n U) = ( n j i* Fj - aj). The result follows. 0 
2.6. 
Proof of Theorem 5. To show the map 0: D( Y) + Dre(X) is surjective it is enough to 
show that for all 1 E M, the restriction of 6’ to D( Y)‘(o(~)) + D9(X)(2) is surjective. 
By Theorems 7 and 8 it suffices to show 
e(ann0(.4@@52(w(A)) = ann@J(A4C3k)~(/2). 
Define a map g:MOZk+(K’OZk)+x,= U by g(m@;l)=o(m)@l+xo for 
m E M, II E k. If i: U s A, = V is the inclusion map and h = i 0 g then the restriction of 
8 to B(Ak) equals h*. The hypothesis of Lemma 9 holds with S = s2(w(i)) by 
Proposition 2, (2) and we have 
i*(ann0,VJa(44)) = arm,,,)@(@)) n U). 
On the other hand since g is an isomorphism 
g* (annO(“$?(c(A)) = annU(M @ k)(c(l)). 
Therefore, it suffices to show g([(n)) = s2(0(2)) n U. If i E [z], and p E [,,i(n) then 
(,u, ni) E Z and 
<m,, ni> I <PL, 4) < Cm, - 2.4). 
NOW (g(p), ei) = (p, ni) + (x,, ei) = (p - m,, ni), since o(m,) = X, - X, and 
(x,, ei) = 0 for i E [z]. Therefore 0 5 (g(p), ei) < - (w(A), e,). Hence using Proposition 
2(3) g(i,,i(~)) = 52,,iW(~) n U and the result follows. 
Finally, we study Ker 0. Since U = (K* @I k) + x, is an affine subspace of V = Ak, 
the kernel of h* : 0 (v) + Lo(U) is generated by the linear functions which vanish on U. 
NOW if a E B and x = xi aiQiPi then h*(x) = JYiai(J + (x,, ei)). Since 
5.4’ = (2, ni)ql, we see that h*(x) is constant on U if and only if C aini = 0, that is 
a E K or x E 9. In this case 13(x) = 1 ai(xb, ei) = (x,, a), but x, = x - w(lb) with 
o(l,) E K’, so x E g implies that e(x) = x(x). It now follows that Ker l?= D(7’,)’ 
(g - x(g)). Arguing as in [ll, Corollary 3.61, we see that Kere = 
D(r)‘(g - x(g)). 0 
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3. Concluding remarks 
3.1. 
The map %:D( Y)’ + D9(X) of Theorem 5, and its untwisted counterpart 
O’:D( Y)’ + D(X) preserve the filtrations on D(Y)‘, D,(X) and D(X) given by the 
order of the differential operators. Hence we obtain maps on the associated graded 
rings 
Gr%:GrD(Y)‘+ GrD,(X). Gr%‘:GrD(Y)’ --) GrD(X), 
which are surjective. If a E D( Y)’ we denote the principal symbol of a in Gr D ( Y)’ by 
gr(a). Then we have 
gr (Ker %) = Ker Gr 8, gr (Ker 8’) = Ker Gr 8’. 
The proofs of the above statements in the untwisted case are given in 
[l 1, Section 43. The same proofs work in general. Since, evidently 
gr(D( Y)‘(g - x(s))) = gr(D( Y)‘g), 
we obtain Ker Gr % = Ker Gr 8’ and Gr D,(X) z GrD(X). The ring GrD(X) is 
studied in more detail in [Ill, Section 41 where it is shown to be Gorenstein. 
3.2. 
Since Dip(X) c D(O( TN)), we may regard @(TN) as a left D&X)-module. We have 
0(7’,) = span (4’) i E M} and each q’ spans a one-dimensional weight space for the 
action of the Lie algebra Lie( TN) = span { q1 p1 , . . . , q*p,.}. Any submodule of 0 (r,) is 
similarly a direct sum of weight spaces. 
Given 2, p E M we write i => p provided whenever (x,, ei) + (2, ni) 2 0 and 
i~U,,d[~]wehave(x,,ei)+(~,ni)20. 
Here CT is the distinguished cone used in the proof of Theorem 4. We say a subset 
S of M is a-closed provided A E S, p E M and /z +-p implies p E S. 
Lemma 10. Zf i, p E M then q@ E D,(X)q” ij” and only if A * p. 
Proof. Since 8 is surjective qP E D,(X)q” if and only if D( Y)GQX*+W(‘) contains 
Q x~+w(p). Now since D(Y)= k[Q,,...,Q,, P1,...,P,, Q;‘; in UrEd[~]], it is clear 
that there exists d E D( Y) such that d. Q”c + o(i) = Q”v + w(p) if and only if 2 * p. Now 
D(Y) is a direct sum of one-dimensional modules for the action of G. Thus if such an 
element d E D(Y) exists we may choose it to be G-invariant. 
Corollary 11. (a) There is a one-one inclusion preserving correspondence between 
closed subsets S of M, and D,(X) submodules of O(T,) given by 
s 4 {qA^(3. E S}, 
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(b) cO(T,) has finite length as a Dp(X)-module, 
(c) If H”(X, 9) # 0, then H”(X, 2) is the unique minimal submodule of @(TN). 
Proof. (a) is immediate from the lemma, and (b) follows since there are only finitely 
many closed subsets of M. Finally, note that H’(X, 9) = nTE d Z’(U,), and that 
4“ E S?(U,) if and only if (p, ni) + ( x0, ei) 2 0 for all i E [z], so (c) follows also. 0 
We note that all the cohomology groups H’(X, 2) can be regarded as D,(X)- 
modules. This is because for each z E A, -W(U,) is a D,(X)-module, so the Tech 
complex C’(%, 2) is a complex of D&X)-modules where S? = (U,), E d. However by 
[S, Theorem 111.4.5.1 the Tech cohomology group H’(%, 2’) is isomorphic to 
H’(X, 3). 
Finally we note that the methods of [14] can be used to study the algebras D,(X). 
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